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ABSTRACT 

This paper x-rays quantum-secure data transmission protocols. Quantum cryptography relies on two fundamental principles of quantum theory; measuring a 

quantum state disturbs it unless it is an eigenstate of the measurement operator; and it is impossible to create an exact copy of an unknown quantum state. These 

principles enable secure communication by encoding information using quantum states. The BB84 protocol, the first quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol, 

was introduced in 1984 by Bennett and Brassard, with Wiesner presenting related ideas about a decade earlier. Another historical protocol is the Einstein-Podolsky-

Rosen protocol proposed by Artur Erkert in 1991, which is thought of as an independent invention of Quantum Cryptography using a different route. Over the last 

two decades, there has been active research in QKD technology, resulting in significant enhancements in performance metrics like transmission distance and key 

rate for fiber-based QKD systems, alongside successful feasibility verification for satellite-based QKD. There remain several obstacles and challenges hindering 

the widespread adoption and commercialization of QKD-based QSC, which include; technology, application, standards and certification. Additionally, while 

experimental demonstrations of quantum key exchange have been successful over short distances, the limited range and low bit rates still pose challenges. Despite 

these hurdles, QC is progressively transitioning from laboratory settings to the telecommunications mainstream, offering commercialized quantum cryptography 

and key distribution systems. 

Keywords: BB84 protocol, cryptography, Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen protocol, principles, protocol, quantum communication, quantum-key distribution 

(QKD), quantum theory. 

1. Introduction 

Quantum Cryptography (QC) introduces cryptographic protocols with proven unconditional security, unaffected by future technological advancements. 

This is a significant contrast to nearly all classical cryptography protocols (except the one-time pad), which offer only computational security based on 

the assumed difficulty of solving certain complex problems, for which no polynomial-time solutions are known (though not definitively proven). Although 

QC methods theoretically ensure security under ideal conditions, practical implementation faces security compromises due to inevitable technological 

limitations of the devices used (such as noisy communication channels, imperfect detectors, and elementary particle sources). Recent efforts have focused 

on enhancing the security bounds of QC protocols under non-ideal conditions. Encouragingly, despite not guaranteeing perfect security in an imperfect 

world, QC protocols can still achieve a higher level of security than classical ones. Furthermore, QC is transitioning from laboratory research to 

mainstream telecommunications, providing commercial quantum cryptography and key distribution systems grounded in fundamental quantum 

principles. 

Two companies, the Swiss firm id Quantique and the American company MagiQ, were pioneers in bringing this technology to the market (id Quantique, 

2024; MagiQ, 2024). Recently, Austrian scientists executed the world's first bank transfer encoded via quantum cryptography (FibreSystems, 2004). The 

intrinsic security benefits of QC attract customers seeking enhanced security beyond their current solutions, found in quantum key distribution. 

The advancements in producing, manipulating, and measuring quantum states at the sub-atomic level have accelerated the development of innovative 

applications for acquiring, processing, and transmitting information (Martin et al., 2021). Quantum information technology surpasses the limitations of 

classical information technology, offering significant improvements in computational power, network security, and measurement accuracy (Deutsch, 

2020). Today, quantum information science and technology, encompassing quantum computing, quantum communication, and quantum sensing, is a 

global focal point in the high-tech industry (NSTC, 2018; European Quantum Flagship, 2022). 

Quantum communication, which utilizes quantum superposition or entanglement effects for state transmission or key distribution, ensures information-

theoretic security (ITS) at the protocol level, with the aid of classical communication (Gisin, 2007). This field includes diverse protocols and applications 

such as quantum teleportation (Bouwmeester et al., 1997), quantum key distribution (QKD) (Bennett & Brassard, 2014), quantum secret sharing (Hillery 

& Buzek, 1999), quantum dense coding (Mattle et al., 1996), and quantum secure direct communication (Long et al., 2007). The development of the 

quantum information network, or quantum Internet (Kimble, 2008), relies on quantum teleportation, memory, and relay, representing a significant research 
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focus, though practical deployment remains distant. Over the past decades, quantum secure communication (QSC) using QKD for pre-shared keys in ICT 

systems and networks, often combined with symmetric encryption, has entered industrial practice (Martin et al., 2017). 

The primary motivation for adopting QKD-based QSC in industry is to counteract potential security threats posed by quantum computing. Quantum 

computers capable of running Shor's algorithm, expected around 2033 (Vermeer & Peet, 2020), could break current public-key cryptography mechanisms 

like RSA and ECDH. Consequently, efforts to standardize and transition to post-quantum cryptography (PQC), which aims to withstand quantum 

computing threats, have advanced (Alagic et al., 2022). Compared to PQC, QKD protocols offer the distinct advantage of generating symmetric keys 

between remote locations with ITS guaranteed by quantum mechanics (Renner et al., 2005). QKD-based QSC ensures the security of symmetric key 

establishment, immune to degradation over time, and allows for more frequent key updates, thereby enhancing the overall security of encryption 

applications. 

As one of the most impactful and practical quantum information technologies, QKD-based QSC has seen significant progress in scientific research, 

application exploration, and industrial development over the past decade. Several national quantum science and technology strategies have recognized 

the QKD network as the foundational step towards realizing the future quantum Internet (Wehner et al., 2018), taking advantage of its capabilities for 

ensuring network information security (Nicholas et al., 2020; Lewis & Travagnin, 2022). Numerous novel QKD protocols and implementations have 

been continuously optimized, resulting in significant advancements in system performance, such as extended maximum transmission distances and 

increased secure key rates (Wang et al., 2022; Yuan et al., 2018). The integration and flexible networking of QKD with ICT systems and networks have 

also been explored (Aguado et al., 2019). Various QKD systems and encryption solutions have been commercialized by numerous vendors and service 

providers (FG-QIT4N, 2021). Many countries and regions worldwide have undertaken QKD network construction and demonstration projects, primarily 

supported by public R&D funds (Lewis & Travagnin, 2019). The ongoing innovation, application exploration, and commercialization efforts underscore 

the significance of QKD-based QSC technology in the emerging quantum era, gaining widespread recognition and value from governments, academia, 

and industry. 

1.1 The Need for Quantum Cryptography 

"Cryptography is about communicating in the presence of an adversary" (Goldwasser & Bellare, 1996). Modern cryptography relies on the principle that 

the security of a cryptographic method (algorithm) does not need to depend on keeping the method itself secret. In fact, the algorithm used for 

cryptographic purposes is typically required to be publicly known. What remains secret is a short message (the 'key') shared among valid users and 

inaccessible to an invalid one. Discrete mathematics, group theory, and function theory have enabled a wide array of cryptographic tasks such as 

encryption, message authentication, digital signatures, and secure electronic transactions based on this principle. 

No cryptographic method is known to be provably secure against an adversary with unlimited computational resources. The sole exception is the "one-

time pad" encryption method, which encrypts a binary message by XORing each bit with a random bit sequence (the key) shared by all valid users. New 

messages are encrypted with different random bit sequences. This method ensures that the probability of an adversary obtaining the correct message from 

the encrypted text (cipher-text) decreases exponentially with the message (and key) bit size. However, the "one-time pad" is impractical for most real-

life applications: Firstly, the key must be as long as the total length of all messages to be exchanged. Secondly, even a slight discrepancy between the key 

sequences used by the sender and receiver would result in incorrectly decoded messages. Thirdly, valid users must share the exact same key, raising the 

challenge of securely distributing this (long) key among distant users. 

This key distribution issue is a security problem inherent in all protocols based on symmetrical encryption algorithms. The "public-key" cryptographic 

methods, a revolutionary modern cryptography discovery, remain the most widely used classical solution to the key distribution problem. These methods 

also serve other applications, such as digital signatures, authentication, and bit-commitment. However, their security is only computational; it is based on 

the current inability to solve certain 'hard' mathematical problems, like the factorization of a very large integer, in polynomial time. Yet, it has not been 

proven that a classical polynomial-time algorithm for these problems does not exist. A sudden mathematical breakthrough revealing such an algorithm 

would cause all systems based on these methods to collapse overnight. This concern was amplified when Shor published an algorithm in 1994 that, using 

a quantum computer, can provably factorize large integers in polynomial time (Shor, 1994). A direct proof that there are decision problems in NP 

(problems whose solutions can be verified in polynomial time) that are not in P (problems whose solutions can be found and verified in polynomial time) 

does not exist; currently, it is known that P⊆NP. However, even if such a proof is found, the threat from the potential realization of a quantum computer 

will persist.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Quantum Cryptography Principles and the BB84 Protocol 

Quantum cryptography relies on two fundamental principles of quantum theory: 

• Measuring a quantum state disturbs it unless it is an eigenstate of the measurement operator. 

• It is impossible to create an exact copy of an unknown quantum state (Wotters & Zurek, 1982). 
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These principles enable secure communication by encoding information using quantum states. For instance, Alice (the sender) wants to send a message 

M to Bob (the recipient) while Eve (the eavesdropper) attempts to intercept it. Alice can encode the binary message as a sequence of two distinct quantum 

states, ψ1 and ψ2, such as two different polarization states of photons, and send them through a classical communication channel. If Eve intercepts and 

measures the states, she will disturb them due to principle (1), which Alice and Bob can later detect. Additionally, Eve cannot copy the states for later 

measurement due to principle (2). It is crucial that ψ1 and ψ2 are non-orthogonal to ensure that Eve's measurement disturbs the states. 

The BB84 protocol, the first quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol, was introduced in 1984 by Bennett and Brassard, with Wiesner presenting related 

ideas about a decade earlier. The steps of the BB84 protocol are as follows: 

Alice generates a random bit string and encodes it using two pairs of orthogonal quantum states: ψ11, ψ12 (ψ11⋅ψ12=0) and ψ21, ψ22 (ψ21⋅ψ22=0). 

States within each pair are orthogonal, while states from different pairs are non-orthogonal. For example, ψ11 and ψ12 could be the left-right polarization 

states, and ψ21 and ψ22 the +45° and -45° polarization states. Each bit is randomly encoded into one of these four states and sent to Bob. 

Bob measures each state, randomly choosing between the two bases with a different random number generator. If Bob chooses the same basis as Alice 

for a bit, he will measure the same state Alice sent. If he chooses a different basis, he will get uncorrelated results 50% of the time, resulting in a 25% 

error rate in the bit string he obtains. 

To correct this error rate, Alice and Bob publicly announce the bases they used for each bit without revealing the measurement results. They discard bits 

where different bases were used, keeping only those where the bases matched, resulting in a final bit sequence that is 50% of the original size and agreed 

upon by both. This sequence can be used as a secret key in symmetric encryption schemes like DES or for "one-time pad" communications. 

Eve cannot copy the sequence, and upon interception, she must resend something to Bob. The best she can do is measure each bit and send a photon 

prepared in the state she measured. Eve has a 50% chance of sending the correct state, which means in 50% of the cases, Bob and Alice won't detect her. 

However, in the remaining 50%, Eve will choose a different basis, introducing an extra error of 25% in Bob's sequence after Alice and Bob compare 

bases. This additional error will reveal Eve's intervention, prompting Alice and Bob to abort communication. 

2.1.1 Quantum Secure Communications under Non-Ideal Conditions: Privacy Amplification and Error Correction 

It should be noted that the BB84 protocol, and indeed all of quantum cryptography (QC) until 2003, focused exclusively on secure key distribution. At 

the conclusion of the protocol, the sender and receiver share a random secret key. This means no predetermined messages can be communicated this way. 

Therefore, QC might more accurately be called QKD (Quantum Key Distribution). However, after 2003, new protocols emerged that also address secure 

message encryption and bit commitment. The BB84 protocol can be proven to be unconditionally secure under ideal conditions, as any intervention by 

an eavesdropper (Eve) is detectable over sufficiently long bit sequences, albeit possibly reducing the secret key size. Ideal conditions entail: 

Perfect Single Photon Sources: The sender (Alice) needs to generate and transmit single photons in a specific quantum state. In reality, multiple photons 

might be produced in the same state, allowing Eve to retain one copy for herself. 

Perfect Communications Channel: The channel must be (i) lossless, meaning all photons sent by Alice should be received by Bob, and (ii) decoherence-

free, meaning the quantum states of individual photons should remain unaltered during transmission. In practice, noisy channels may cause photon loss 

(leading to errors Bob must correct) or state changes due to interaction with the transmission medium, increasing the final key error rate. While photon 

state changes are minimal in air (as polarization remains stable), they pose a significant problem in optical fibers, which are dispersive, especially over 

long distances. 

Perfect Photon Detectors: On Bob’s side, photon detectors should fire only upon receiving a photon. However, semiconductor-based detectors may 

sometimes fire without an actual incoming photon, resulting in dark counts. These can be security threats because, when combined with genuine photon 

losses, they can be mistaken for intercepted photons by Eve. 

These issues can greatly compromise the protocol's security and fidelity. However, it is crucial to recognize that these are technological problems rather 

than inherent flaws in the quantum protocol itself. A significant part of QC research focuses on developing methods to ensure security even under non-

ideal conditions. 

In this section, we examine the security challenges posed by noisy communication channels and how the BB84 protocol addresses them. A noisy channel 

increases the error rate in the bit string Bob receives after step 2. If the additional error rate is ε%, and assuming Eve intercepts and measures only 4ε% 

of the signal Alice sends, Eve could ultimately acquire 2ε% of the information from the signal, resulting in an additional ε% error after Alice and Bob 

complete step 3. However, Bob cannot distinguish whether this error is due to eavesdropping or channel noise. To resolve this, Alice and Bob must 

measure the channel's error rate to detect any statistical deviations. 

Alice and Bob can then perform additional steps to reduce Eve’s information about the key to zero, at the cost of shortening the key. This process, known 

as privacy amplification (Bennett, Brassard & Robert, 1988; Bennett, Brassard, Crepeau & Maurer, 1995), is effective only if Eve initially has less 

information about the key than Bob (Gisin, Ribordy, Tittel & Zbinden, 2002). To determine if this condition holds, Alice and Bob publicly announce a 

random subset of their bits after step 3 and compare the results to estimate the error rate. They estimate the joint probability distribution P(a,b) of the 

random variables a and b, representing the bits of the keys Alice and Bob hold, respectively. They then calculate the mutual information I(a,b) shared by 

Alice and Bob and I(a,ε) between Bob and Eve. They discard the bits they publicly announced. 
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If the condition I(a,ε)<I(a,b)I(a,ε) < I(a,b)I(a,ε)<I(a,b) is not satisfied, they abort the protocol. Otherwise, they proceed with classical error correction 

techniques to correct all errors and reduce Eve’s information to zero (privacy amplification). This condition ensures that Eve has less information about 

the sifted key than Bob, making privacy amplification effective. 

One such technique involves the following steps:  

a) Error correction: Alice selects pairs of bits and announces their XOR value (sum modulo 2). If Bob gets the same XOR, he replies 'accept'; otherwise, 

he says 'reject'. In the 'accept' case, they both keep the first bit and discard the second; in the 'reject' case, they discard both bits. After this step, Alice and 

Bob have identical but shorter keys.  

b) Privacy amplification: To further reduce Eve’s potential information, Alice randomly chooses pairs of bits and computes their XOR value, announcing 

only which pairs she chose. Both Alice and Bob then replace the two bits with their XOR value. This results in an even shorter but error-free key, while 

significantly reducing Eve’s information to an arbitrarily small value. For example, if Eve knows the first bit but nothing about the second, she has no 

information about their XOR. If she knows both bits with 60% probability, she knows their XOR with only (60%)² + (40%)² = 52% probability. More 

efficient algorithms than this basic example are typically used in practice (e.g., Brassard & Salvail, 1994). 

2.1.2 Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen protocol  

Another historical protocol is the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen protocol proposed by Artur Erkert in 1991 (Ekert, 1991), which is thought of as an independent 

invention of Quantum Cryptography using a different route. According to this protocol, the random bit sequence is generated by a common trusted source. 

Each bit is encoded by a pair of maximally entangled photons, one sent to Alice and the other to Bob. The security of this protocol is based on the 

violation of Bell’s inequalities, i.e. of the inability to reproduce measurement results on entangled quantum states by any classical local theory.  More 

specifically, in the original Ekert protocol two photons are prepared by the common source in a maximally entangled state like  

φ=  (1) 

(singlet state) one photon is sent to Alice and one to Bob. Then, Alice and Bob each choose (randomly) among three different bases to measure the 

polarization of their respective photon. Two of these bases have common orientations between Alice and Bob and the third base is oriented differently. 

After all measurements are finished, Alice and Bob publicly reveal the bases on which they measured each photon. Thus, they can group all measurements 

into two groups: a) pairs of entangled photons measured by the same basis and b) pairs of entangled photons measured on a different base. Subsequently, 

Alice and Bob publicly announce the particular results of their measurements that belong to group (b) only. From these results they can calculate a 

quantity that depends on the correlations between results of measurements on different bases (for details see (Ekert, 1991)), for which quantum mechanics 

predicts a specific value, provided that the initial state of each pair of photons is entangled. If this value comes up, then Alice and Bob safely conclude 

that their initial pairs are undisturbed (eg. by an Eavesdropper), and then keep the results of the measurements of photons belonging to group (a). These 

measurements will certainly be perfectly anticorrelated, thus Alice and Bob are sure to share the same random bit sequence. Now, if Eve tries to tamper 

the protocol, she can only intercept one photon in each pair, measure it and then resend to the other party (Alice or Bob) a photon prepared in the same 

state. However, by this strategy Eve destroys the entanglement in the original pair, a fact that will be detected later when Alice and Bob compute the 

correlations of measurements on group (b).  

2.1.3 Other Implementations of Quantum Secure Communications 

Privacy amplification can still be achieved even if condition (1) is not met, assuming the protocol involves two-way communication between Alice and 

Bob (where Bob also sends signals back to Alice) (Maurer, 1993; Maurer & Wolf, 1999). 

While the BB84 protocol uses a four-state quantum system, QKD can also be implemented with a two-state system (Bennett, 1992). There is also a six-

state protocol that offers better accuracy and security than the two- and four-state protocols (Bruss, 1998; Bechmann-Pasquinnucci & Gisin, 1999). 

Furthermore, there are different methods of encoding information in quantum systems. Instead of using photon polarization, bits can be encoded using 

the phase difference between photons (Bennett, 1992; Gisin, et al., 2002), which can be accurately measured with an interferometer. Variations of phase 

coding methods have also been proposed (e.g., Sun, et al., 1995; Mazurenko, et al., 1997; Merolla, et al., 1999). 

2.2 Methods of Attack and Ultimate Security Proofs in Quantum Secure Communications 

Additional security compromises in practical QKD implementations include multiple photon sources and faulty detectors. The security proof for QKD 

with perfect apparatus and noise-free channels is straightforward. Even with perfect apparatus, conditional security can be proven in the case of noisy 

channels, with the only limitation being the error rate of the channel. Theoretical upper bounds to the error rate due to noisy channels, consistent with 

condition (1) for one-way communication, can be obtained. With two-way communication, these bounds are relaxed. It has been demonstrated (e.g., in 

Gisin, et al., 2002) that the privacy amplification technique reduces Eve’s information to zero if the Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) is less than QBER%. 

QBER is the ratio of remaining wrong bits to the total number of bits received by Bob in the sifted key. In the case of two-way communication, this 

bound may increase to 30% (Gisin & Wolf, 2000; Gisin & Wolf, 1999). Equation (3) applies only when Eve performs single-qubit attacks. However, the 

) ( 

2 

1 

↓↓ − ↑↑   
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possibility exists for collective attacks on more than one qubit, known as coherent or joint attacks. The extent of the advantage Eve gains under these 

attacks is still uncertain, but an upper bound for security can be calculated, assuming perfect apparatus, yielding a maximum QBER of about 11%. 

However, sources of error besides the communication channel provide Eve with advantages. For instance, if Alice’s photon source produces multiple 

photon pulses encoding the same qubit in the same quantum state, Eve may keep one photon and send the others to Bob. In single photon pulses, Eve 

keeps the copy and sends nothing to Bob. If Eve uses a more efficient communication channel than Alice, Bob may not detect the reduction in incoming 

qubit rate, attributing it to channel loss instead. Additionally, if the ‘dark count’ rate of Bob’s faulty detectors equals channel losses, Eve may obtain full 

information without detection. Eve must measure the number of photons in a multiple photon pulse without disturbing the qubits, which is theoretically 

possible through quantum nondemolition measurements. Present technology does not allow for such measurements, but they are foreseeable in the future. 

This possibility has garnered attention in recent literature as it presents realistic eavesdropping scenarios. The debate remains unsettled. Gisin argues that 

the assumption of Eve possessing unlimited technological power is unrealistic. For instance, to carry out a quantum non-demolition attack, Eve would 

need nearly perfect non-demolition experiments, maintain the quantum state of intercepted qubits until Alice and Bob reveal their bases, and use a more 

efficient communication channel than Alice and Bob. This last requirement is optimistic for Eve, as the efficiency of communication channels is limited 

by physical rather than technological reasons, according to Gisin. Therefore, Eve cannot be expected to outperform Alice and Bob in practice. 

The discussion in this section highlights that ultimate proofs of QC security demand ideal technological conditions for Eve, an unrealistic assumption 

given non-ideal conditions for Alice and Bob. Ultimate proofs must be differentiated from practical ones, where technological limitations on Eve are also 

considered. 

Recently, a more ‘realistic’ class of attacks on QC protocols, such as the beam-splitter attack, has been proposed (Dusek, et al., 2000; Lutkenhaus, 2000; 

Feliz, et al., 2001). In this attack, Eve splits all pulses in two, analyzing each half in one of the two bases with photon-counting devices that can distinguish 

between pulses with 0, 1, and 2 photons. This requires nearly perfect detectors but does not assume completely out-of-reach technology. When Eve 

detects two photons in the same output, she sends a photon in the corresponding state to Bob; otherwise, she sends nothing. An analysis of Eve’s 

information gain shows that she can undetectably obtain twice as much information on the signal compared to a simple intercept-resend strategy (Gisin, 

et al., 2002). Practical solutions to limit Eve’s information exist, albeit at the cost of reducing the transmitted bit rate, forcing Eve to attack smaller 

portions of the signal to remain undetected. 

Ultimately, multi-photon pulses do not threaten security as countermeasures can limit Eve’s advantage to arbitrarily small amounts, though at the cost of 

lowering the achieved secret bit rate. Despite QC’s theoretical security based on quantum principles, technological implementation remains questionable. 

Thus, the relationship presented by Gisin et al., 2002: 

Infinite security ⇒ infinite cost ⇒ zero practical interest 

is highly relevant for QC systems. So, why prefer QC over classical methods? There are compelling reasons: (i) “It is much easier to forecast progress in 

technology than mathematics” (Gisin, et al., 2002). The likelihood of a mathematical breakthrough rendering all classical public-key cryptography 

obsolete overnight is negligible for QC, as its security depends only on technological limitations. (ii) QC security depends on the adversary's technology 

at the protocol's realization. In classical cryptography, an enemy can ‘store’ a secret until future technological advances break the encoding, which is 

impossible with quantum-encoded information. This point is particularly relevant for secrets whose value endures over long periods. 

2.3 QKD Technology Research Advances 

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is crucial in Quantum Secure Communication (QSC) systems, enabling symmetric key sharing. The performance, 

reliability, and practical security of QKD systems are key factors determining the feasibility of large-scale deployment and application of QSC (Xu et al., 

2020). Continuous advancements in QKD technology are essential for the commercial application and industrial development of QSC. 

2.3.1 System Performance Enhancement 

QKD systems can be based on various protocols, each with unique strengths and limitations. Entanglement protocol-based QKD (Ekert, 1991), which 

relies on generating and transmitting entangled photon pairs, has limited system performance due to current technological constraints on entanglement 

yield and fidelity. However, it is highly compatible with future quantum Internet architecture. 

Research and application efforts are more focused on preparation-measurement protocol-based QKD, which can be implemented using discrete variables 

(DV) or continuous variables (CV). Quantum state encoding in these systems can utilize different degrees of freedom of optical signals, such as 

polarization (Peng et al., 2007), phase (Hiroki et al., 2008), position, and phase difference between adjacent pulses (Bacco et al., 2016). The key rate of 

a typical point-to-point preparation-measurement QKD system depends on transmission efficiency. Due to the inherent loss limitations of optical fiber 

channels, it is challenging to exceed a single-span 500 km fiber transmission limit (Boaron et al., 2018). Additionally, imperfections in receiver-side 

detectors can introduce side-channel security vulnerabilities, posing risks to the practical security of preparation-measurement QKD systems. 

Since 2018, the twin-field (TF) QKD protocol has gained significant attention (Lucamarini et al., 2018). This protocol uses a dual-end preparation and 

center measurement architecture, eliminating all detector side-channel vulnerabilities and increasing the theoretical secure key rate related to the square 

root of transmission efficiency, thus breaking the PLOB boundary of quantum channel capacity (Minder et al., 2019). With improvements in theories and 

protocols like the sending-or-not-sending (SNS) protocol (Wang et al., 2018), the two-way classical communication (TWCC) method (Xu et al., 2020), 
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and the active odd-parity pairing method (Jiang et al., 2019), TF-QKD has become a widely recognized next-generation solution for long-range, high-

security QKD. A non-exhaustive list of recent significant QKD experiments is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Typical QKD experiments and their performance. 

Protocol Channel Distance or Loss Key Rate (bps) Year Reference 

Modified BB84 Lab fiber 421 km 6.5 2018 (Boaron, et al., 2018) 

Twin-field Lab fiber 90.8 dB 0.045 2019 (Minder, et al., 2019) 

Twin-field Lab fiber 502 km 0.118 2020 (Fang, et al., 2020) 

Twin-field Lab fiber 509 km 0.269 2020 (Chen, et al., 2020) 

Twin-field Lab fiber 605 km 0.97 2021 (Pittaluga, et al., 2021) 

Twin-field Field Trial 511 km 3.45 2021 (Chen, et al., 2021) 

Twin-field Lab fiber 658 km 0.092 2022 (Chen, et al., 2022 

Twin-field Lab fiber 830 km 0.014 2022 (Wang, et al., 2022) 

 

In a recent breakthrough experiment, a team from USTC employed an enhanced four-phase twin-field protocol, incorporating independent source phase-

locking, channel phase compensation, and high SNR single-photon detection and screening, to push the transmission distance limit of a repeater-less 

QKD system to 830 km (Wang et al., 2022). However, it is important to note that typical TF-QKD systems necessitate photon-level interference control 

between long-distance independent lasers, which demands stringent light source frequency locking and channel fluctuation compensation. The TF-QKD 

system remains under development in the laboratory, with no commercial products or implementation solutions yet available. 

To further boost the key rate and performance of QKD systems, various multiplexing techniques such as time division multiplexing (TDM), wavelength 

division multiplexing (WDM), and space division multiplexing (SDM) could be used to enable parallel transmission of multiple QKD channels. Although 

time multiplexing based on optical path switching introduces minimal channel loss, the redundancy of the QKD system can ensure the point-to-point key 

rate (Aguado et al., 2017). Multi-wavelength WDM (Eriksson et al., 2020) or SDM using multi-core or few-mode fibers (Xavier et al., 2020) could allow 

QKD systems to transmit in parallel within the same fiber, thus improving the final key rate. 

Unlike DV-QKD protocols that employ weakly coherent pulsed quasi-single photons for quantum state encoding, CV-QKD protocols generally use two-

dimensional Gaussian modulation (GM) of quantum coherent states (Laudenback et al., 2018). CV-QKD systems can leverage conventional optical 

communication components like IQ modulators and coherent detectors, which are more advantageous for miniaturization and cost reduction. Additionally, 

CV-QKD can achieve a high security key rate of Mbps over transmission distances of tens of kilometers, making it a promising technology for metro-

area QKD solutions. 

After two decades of advancements, CV-QKD protocols have primarily concentrated on GG02 (Grosshan & Grangier, 2002), NoSwitching (Weedbrook 

et al., 2004), and discrete modulation (Leverrier & Grangier, 2009), with the security of these protocols now established (Jain et al., 2022). The system 

architecture has progressed from transmitting local-oscillation to local local-oscillation and discrete digital modulation systems. In 2022, the ISC team 

achieved a 21.53 Mbps secure key rate over 25 km using a single-carrier four-state discrete digital modulation CVQKD system (Wang et al., 2022), and 

a probabilistic shaping 256 QAM discrete modulation and digital coherent demodulation CV-QKD system achieved a 9.193 Mbps secure key rate over 

50 km (Pan et al., 2022). Although the hardware for discrete digital modulation CV-QKD systems is relatively simple, they depend on high-performance 

DSP for coherent demodulation, signal compensation, and high-throughput post-processing. Currently, these systems remain in the laboratory 

development stage, with no widespread commercial products available. 

High-dimensional QKD, leveraging the benefits of high-dimensional quantum states (qudits) such as increased information capacity and noise resilience, 

has emerged as a significant research focus (Cozzolino et al., 2019). Qudit state preparation and QKD using various degrees of freedom like OAM, time, 

frequency, and time-bin have been demonstrated in various scenarios (Erhard et al., 2020), including fiber optic channels (Vagniluca et al., 2020), 

multimode and multicore fibers, free-space channels (Steinlechner et al., 2017), and underwater channels (Bouchard et al., 2018). Experiments on high-

dimensional encoding within the MDI-QKD protocol have also been validated (Sekga et al., 2023). Nonetheless, the generation and control of qudits still 

face theoretical and experimental challenges, and the reliance on devices and channels such as integrated photonics and multicore/multimode fibers 

presents practical application challenges for high-dimensional QKD. 

2.3.2 Satellite-Based QKD Experiments 

Satellite platforms for satellite-ground quantum communication and QKD offer distinct advantages for both scientific research and practical applications 

(Lu et al., 2022). As QKD terminals, satellites can greatly extend transmission distances. The loss for a low earth orbit (LEO) satellite to ground downlink 

channel is about 40-50 dB, significantly lower—by more than 10 orders of magnitude—than that of fiber channel loss over the same distance (Wang et 
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al., 2013). Before quantum storage and quantum relays become practical, satellite platforms remain the only method to achieve quantum communication 

over thousands of kilometers. Additionally, satellites can serve as QKD relay nodes, enabling on-demand networking with ground stations worldwide. 

This capability offers benefits in mobility, coverage, and survivability, thereby enhancing the security of the QKD relay function. 

Recently, various countries and regions have initiated and funded projects for satellite quantum communication and QKD research and applications. 

Canada’s QEYSSat project, which received significant investment, partnered with Honeywell to develop an earth-to-satellite quantum communication 

uplink, featuring a ground-based quantum source and miniaturized satellite receivers (Pugh et al., 2017). The CubeSat-based Quantum Communication 

Mission (CQuCoM), a collaboration between the National University of Singapore and several other institutions, utilized the CubeSat platform deployed 

from the International Space Station for entangled photon transmission and QKD experiments. This project demonstrated a high-performance light source 

and pointing mechanism to establish satellite-to-ground entangled distribution, aiming to lay the groundwork for a quantum constellation of LEO trusted 

relays (Oi et al., 2017). The University of Grenoble in France proposed the Nanobob nano-satellite program to realize an uplink configuration for ground-

to-satellite quantum communication, conducting research on precise clock synchronization among other aspects (Kerstel et al., 2018). 

In 2016, a collaboration between various research institutions launched the first quantum science experiment satellite, Micius, conducting several 

pioneering space quantum communication experiments over the next six years. The main technical achievements of Micius are detailed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Micius quantum science satellite experiments. 

Experiment Achievement Year Reference 

Quantum Key Distribution 1200 km satellite-to-ground QKD (1.1 kbps key rate) 2017 (Liao, et al., 2017) 

1000 km satellite-to-ground entanglement-based QKD (3.5 

bps key rate) 

2017 (Yin, et al., 2017) 

7600 km apart ground stations satellite relay QKD and 

encryption demonstration (key volume 100 KB) 

2018 (Liao, et al., 2018) 

1120 km apart ground stations entanglement-based QKD 

(0.12 kbps key rate) 

2020 (Yin, et al., 2020) 

Increasing key rate 40 times in satellite-ground QKD (47.8 

kbps key rate) 

2021 (Chen, et al., 2021) 

    

Quantum Teleportation 1200 km apart ground stations entanglement distribution 

(0.869 fidelity)  

2017 (Yin, et al., 2017) 

1400 km ground-to-satellite quantum teleportation (0.80 

fidelity) 

2017 (Ren, et al., 2017) 

1200 km apart ground stations quantum state transfer (0.82 

fidelity) 

2022 (Li, et al., 2022) 

    

Quantum Physics Experimental of gravitationally induced quantum 

decoherence model 

2019 (Xu, et al., 2019) 

Satellite-to-ground quantum-secure time transfer (9 kHz 

time data rate, and 30 ps transfer precision) 

2020 (Dai, et al., 2020) 

It is important to recognize that satellite-based quantum communications and QKD involve addressing numerous engineering challenges such as satellite 

acquisition, tracking and pointing (ATP), real-time channel compensation, and satellite-ground synchronization. Additionally, these systems must meet 

requirements for weather conditions, around-the-clock operation, and reliable maintenance. For instance, due to limitations from daylight background 

noise and its orbital altitude, the Micius satellite could only transmit quantum state signals to ground stations within a brief window (a few minutes each 

day) on clear nights. Future improvements might include using a 1550 nm wavelength source combined with up-conversion detectors, which could 

enhance detection efficiency and enable daytime operation. 

3. Exploration of QSC Applications 

In the past ten years, the maturation of QKD technology has led to widespread construction of QKD trial networks and exploration of QKD-based QSC 

applications in various countries and regions worldwide (Aguado et al., 2019; Sasaki et al., 2011; Peters et al., 2022). The US has made significant strides 

in QKD-based QSC application development, including the integration of quantum encryption with various ICT protocols and systems, building QKD 

networks, and demonstrating QSC applications using QKD satellites. 
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3.1. Integration of Quantum Encryption and ICT Systems 

Key exchange mechanisms (KEM), digital signatures (DS), and authentication mechanisms in public key cryptography—such as RSA and ECC—and 

symmetric encryption algorithms like AES, ensure the integrity, non-repudiation, and confidentiality of information (Joshi & Singh, 2017). To counter 

the security threats posed by quantum computing to current public-key cryptography, quantum encryption utilizing QKD and/or quantum random number 

generators (QRNG), along with new key exchange mechanisms and digital signature algorithms in post-quantum cryptography (PQC), can be 

incorporated into ICT systems and networks in various ways, as illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3: Quantum encryption and ICT systems integration 

Solution Entropy Source Key Establishment Digital Signature Encryption 

Current CSPRNG * ECDH (SM2 **) RSA (SM2) AES (SM4 **) 

PQC CSPRNG PQC KEM *** PQC DS **** AES (SM4) 

QRNG + PQC QRNG PQC KEM PQC DS AES (SM4) 

QKD-based QSC CSPRNG or QRNG QKD RSA (SM2) or Pre-shared Key AES (SM4) 

QRNG + QKD + PQC QRNG QKD PQC DS AES (SM4) 

ITS Encryption QRNG QKD Pre-shared Key OTP 

* CSPRNG: Cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator. ** SM2/SM4: Commercial cryptographic algorithms standard in the market. 

*** PQC KEM: CRYSTALS-KYBER, BIKE, Classic McEliece, HQC, SIKE (Alagic, et al., 2022). **** PQC DS: CRYSTALS-Dilithium, FALCON, 

SPHINCS+ (Alagic, et al., 2022). 

Cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generators (CSPRNGs) are widely used as entropy sources for various algorithms. Enhancing 

randomness and performance can be achieved by integrating a quantum random number generator (QRNG) as an entropy source or combining its output 

with a PRNG (Jacak et al., 2021). 

With the advent of large-scale quantum computers, current KEM and DS methods based on factoring, discrete logarithms, and elliptic curve cryptography 

will be vulnerable. However, symmetric cryptographic methods like AES and hash functions will be less affected (Yunakovsky et al., 2021). ISO and 

industry are actively working on upgrading KEM and DS to post-quantum cryptography (PQC) to mitigate this risk. It's important to note that transitioning 

to PQC requires secure algorithm standards, reliable commercial products, and considerations of algorithm performance, implementation ease, and 

compliance. Updating numerous ICT system devices to PQC will be a lengthy process (Joseph et al., 2022). 

In high-security scenarios with available fiber resources, QKD offers a new ITS solution for KEM. A typical QSC use case involves using QKD systems 

or networks to provide symmetric keys for encryption. Here, the QKD-generated quantum key or relay key from the QKD network is used by the encryptor 

as real-time updatable key primitives in symmetric encryption, enhancing overall security. However, QKD only addresses KEM; DS and authentication 

still rely on current encryption algorithms or PQC. Given the limited secure key rate, QKD keys are often used as primitives in symmetric encryption 

algorithms like AES and are involved in session key generation (Mohammed et al., 2014). 

Challenges in commercializing and promoting QKD include the need for fiber resources, deployment, calibration, hardware maintenance, and system 

sensitivity to environmental factors like fiber and equipment vibrations and temperature fluctuations. 

To achieve ITS encryption, stringent requirements must be met: QRNG-based random entropy sources, practical security-verified QKD systems or 

networks for KEM, and the avoidance of trusted nodes for key storage and forwarding. Instead, pre-shared keys and universal hash checks for DS and 

authentication, and one-time-pad (OTP) for encryption should be used. Such use cases are rare and hold more theoretical significance than practical value. 

3.2. Application Schemes of Quantum Keys 

In QKD-based QSC, delivering an end-to-end quantum key or relayed key for various encryption methods is essential for expanding use cases and 

commercial opportunities. A typical QSC setup between virtual private network (VPN) gateways, as illustrated in Figure 1a, can directly request keys 

from the QKD system or network and receive quantum keys or relay keys online. The security of these symmetrical keys depends on the practical security 

of the QKD system and QKD network (QKDN), which necessitates standardization and verification. These use cases represent the mainstream 

applications of QSC. Different types of quantum encryption VPNs, and routers have been developed and deployed in several experimental and 

demonstration networks (Xin et al., 2021). 

For application scenarios where direct quantum key access from QKD systems and QKDN is not feasible, key charging and storage schemes can enable 

offline quantum key services, as depicted in Figure 1b. The terminal key service (TKS) manages quantum key charging and storage functions, as well as 

synchronization and certification between encryption equipment and terminals (Feng, 2021). Based on this offline QKD key service, quantum-encrypted 

mobile phones and customer premise equipment (CPE) have begun tentative commercialization with several network operators and infrastructure 
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providers (Xinhua, 2022). It is important to note that the security of the final symmetrical keys may be compromised and not meet ITS requirements due 

to the additional key storage and interaction functions of TKS. 

 

Figure 1. QKD key service schemes in QSC encryption. (a) Typical QSC between virtual private network gateways. (b) The offline quantum key services. 

After acquiring quantum keys, effectively incorporating them into encryption algorithms is crucial for supporting QSC applications. Encryption protocols 

like IPSec, MacSec, TLS, OTNSec, among others, typically utilize self-negotiated key mechanisms rooted in public-key cryptography. These mechanisms 

ensure the establishment of security alliances and identity authentication to maintain the integrity and non-repudiation of information. Therefore, directly 

substituting the self-negotiated key with quantum keys in the mentioned protocols is impractical. 

Instead, the QKD key can serve as a specialized pre-shared symmetric key, integrated with a self-negotiated key across various encryption protocols to 

form quantum-enhanced hybrid session keys. By combining different keys using XOR or abstract operation-based stirring functions, better compatibility 

and reliability can be achieved, especially in scenarios where the QKD key is unavailable due to system or fiber channel issues. Implementing key hybrid 

protocols in software is relatively straightforward, but acquiring quantum keys from QKD systems or QKDNs requires standardized application interfaces 

and protocol support to ensure interoperability. 

3.3. Building QKD Networks and Their Applications  

By integrating the quantum key generation function of point-to-point QKD systems, the key storage and relay function of trusted nodes, and the key 

routing and networking function of the network controller, the QKDN can achieve end-to-end quantum key services. Establishing large-scale "quantum 

key infrastructure" stands as the most ambitious goal of the QKD industry. 

Since the inception of the first 125 km commercial fiber QKD system in 2004, teams from academic and industrial sectors have completed numerous 

QKD network constructions and demonstration applications. Notably, the Beijing–Shanghai Backbone project in 2016 established a quantum secure 

communication backbone spanning over 2000 km, linking metro-area networks across various cities and serving as a vast platform for quantum 

communication technology verification and application demonstrations. 

Building upon the success of the Beijing–Shanghai Backbone, efforts are underway to construct an even larger-scale wide area QKD network. This 

national project, spanning over 10,000 km, aims to connect major metropolitans like Harbin, Wuhan, Chengdu, and Guangzhou, forming a ring network 

in eastern China. This expansion is poised to enhance the accessibility, service capability, and reliability of the entire QKD network. 

In QKD metro-networks such as Hefei and Jinan, dozens of user nodes including government departments, financial agencies, and research institutes are 

interconnected with trusted nodes through star-type or ring-type networking configurations, facilitating QKD services and enabling quantum-encrypted 

real-time voice communication, file transfer, and more. 

Beyond China, several QKD network construction projects and demonstration applications have been conducted in Europe, a key region for QKD-based 

quantum secure communication exploration. Since 2008, multiple QKD networks have been experimentally validated in Austria, Switzerland, Spain, and 

France. The Open European Quantum Key Distribution Testbed project, initiated in 2019, supported over twenty EU projects and teams in conducting 

experiments on QKD networks and cryptographic applications, marking the initial steps toward constructing inter-European quantum networks for 

deployment and applications. 

During the construction and deployment of QKD networks, leveraging existing fiber communication network infrastructure is crucial, achieved through 

wavelength division multiplexing between QKD and optical communication systems like OTN. Given the vulnerability of quantum signals to classical 
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signal impairments like spontaneous Raman scattering, careful wavelength selection, reduction of classical optical signal launch power, and specialized 

time and frequency domain filters are essential to enable co-propagation between QKD and classical optical signals across tens of square kilometers. 

However, the co-propagation of QKD and OTN systems is limited to point-to-point links due to the inability of quantum signals to pass through optical 

amplifiers like EDFA, posing significant challenges for long-distance and multi-span integration. 

3.4. Quantum Secure Communication (QSC) Applications Using QKD Satellites  

Apart from the scientific experiments mentioned earlier, the Micius satellite in conjunction with a ground fiber QKD network has validated the feasibility 

of a combined space and ground quantum communication network. Through enhancements in the operating frequency, telescope size, and coupling 

efficiency of ground stations, along with the optimized unbalanced basis selection protocol, the QKD key rate reached up to 47.8 kbps for a single orbit 

(approximately 6 minutes) under ideal weather conditions, with a maximum satellite-relayed QKD key of about 36 Mbit per week. 

To capitalize on the mobility and adaptability of satellite-based QKD, a portable ground station is indispensable supporting equipment. Successfully 

developed portable ground stations, weighing less than 100 kg and requiring less than 1 m3 of space, can be swiftly installed within 12 hours and deployed 

on urban building rooftops to conduct space-to-ground QKD experiments with Micius. Satellite-based QKD stands as one of the most significant 

applications to leverage QKD advantages, offering quantum key services to remote locations or mobile objects lacking fiber accessibility. 

However, satellite-based QKD applications encounter numerous technical and engineering hurdles. Micius, being a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite, has 

limited transmission time windows and ground coverage in a single orbit, functioning primarily at night due to constraints on light source working 

wavelengths and solar background noise. Consequently, Micius primarily serves to verify space-to-ground QKD feasibility rather than practical 

capability. 

Efforts have been made in recent years to enhance satellite-based quantum communication capacities, including achieving daytime free-space QKD to 

counter sunlight scattering background noise. By employing a 1550 nm wavelength light source and detector, daylight intensity and scattering effects can 

be mitigated. Additionally, combining a narrow bandwidth grating filter with an ultra-low noise up-conversion single photon detector further reduces 

background noise, enabling a 20 bps key rate in QKD. 

To establish a global space-to-ground quantum communication and QKD network, increasing the number of satellites and elevating orbit altitudes to 

create a quantum constellation merging Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous orbit (GEO) satellites is necessary. In 2022, the successful launch 

of the new QKD nano-satellite "Jinan-1", weighing only 1/6 of Micius, boasting approximately six times higher light source frequency, and equipped to 

handle real-time post-processing and key generation, marks a significant advancement. Expectations are high for nano-satellites and portable ground 

stations to conduct more intriguing QKD experiments and demonstrate QSC applications in the future. 

QSC Testing and Verification Practices In the QSC sector, testing and verification stand as crucial components driving the deployment and application 

of QKD-based QSC networks. By adhering to technical specifications and employing corresponding testing and verification methods, QKD-based QSC 

systems and networks can undergo thorough evaluation to assure users of their performance, quality, and reliability, thus facilitating their procurement 

and deployment as commercial products and application solutions. 

It's important to highlight that testing and evaluating the practical security of QKD systems and networks is equally critical. However, the development 

of QKD security-related standards is ongoing, and the reference frameworks for standardized verification remain incomplete, necessitating greater 

collaboration within the industry. Currently, market-oriented testing and verification efforts primarily concentrate on the functionality, performance, and 

reliability of QKD-based QSC systems and networks. 

4. Evaluation of QKD System Tests  

In the market, testing and evaluating QKD systems are conducted based on the technical requirements and test methods outlined for the decoy state BB84 

protocol DV-QKD system. Table 4 illustrates the test items undertaken. Recently, mainstream system vendors' typical commercialized products in the 

market have undergone testing and certification. 

In QKD system testing, the security key rate holds paramount importance. Since the key rate is contingent upon transmission distance and channel loss, 

specifying application codes in terms of typical channel loss, like 10 dB and 20 dB, offers an effective means to gauge QKD system performance. By 

standardizing the methods and formulas utilized in post-processing, including basis comparison, QBER calculation, error correction, and privacy 

amplification, key rate comparisons for QKD systems can be conducted across different implementations. Additionally, the randomness testing of 

quantum key outputs from QKD systems, in accordance with standards, ensures the security of symmetric keys. 

Optical characteristics of quantum channel, synchronization channel, and distillation channel for QKD transmitters and receivers are pivotal for the 

deployment and implementation of QKD networks. Testing these characteristics at the system level provides accurate reference points for applications. 

Moreover, verifying the accuracy of decoy state and quantum state modulation, such as intensity fluctuations of signal and decoy states, quadrature and 

conjugate error of quantum state modulation, and differences in pulse time and frequency domain characteristics, offer partial evidence supporting 

practical system security. Furthermore, single-photon detectors (SPDs) serve as the primary limiting factors in QKD system performance and are crucial 

parameters in secure key rate calculations. Thus, testing and verifying SPD performance parameters, including detection efficiency, post-pulse probability, 

and dark count rate, among others, are imperative. 
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Table 4. QKD system testing and evaluation according to YDT 3834.1/3835.1. 

QKD Test Objects QKD Test Items 

System performance 

Average secure key rate of QKD 

System channel-loss margin 

QKD output key consistency 

QKD output key randomness 

QKD transmitter 

Optical source time-domain characteristics 

Optical source frequency-domain characteristics 

Random number generator characteristics 

Decoy state modulation time-domain characteristics 

Decoy state modulation probability distribution 

Quantum state modulation time-domain characteristics 

Quantum state modulation frequency-domain characteristics 

Quantum state modulation demodulation accuracy 

Average photon number of quantum state signal Injection optical isolation 

QKD receiver 

Injected light leakage threshold 

SPD time-domain response characteristics 

SPD dark count probability 

SPD dead time 

SPD detection efficiency 

SPD post-pulse probability 

Synchronization channel 

Optical signal time-domain characteristics 

Optical signal frequency-domain characteristics Optical signal receipt 

sensitivity 

Distillation channel 
Optical signal time-domain characteristics Optical signal frequency-domain 

characteristics 

Other system features 

System long-term stability 

System redundancy protection 

System start-up time 

System recovery time 

System environmental reliability Power supply tolerance 

Network management 
System management features Network management features 

 

The optical signals in QKD systems are extremely faint, typically below −70 dBm. When deploying commercial QKD systems alongside other optical 

communication systems, there are heightened requirements for reliability and adaptability to varying environments. These demands are often overlooked 

in laboratory experiments or field trials. Ensuring the continuity of service involves verifying the reliability of commercial QKD systems, including their 

long-term stability, system redundancy protection, fault recovery capability, and resilience to different temperature and humidity conditions. 
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The development of standards and testing verification provides valuable guidance and facilitates the transition of QKD systems from research-focused 

prototypes to commercially mature products. With ongoing advancements in standardization and testing verification, it is reasonable to anticipate further 

improvements in the engineering and practical capabilities of QKD systems. 

4.1 Evaluation of QKD System Testing  

Establishing QKD networks by interconnecting multiple QKD systems is crucial for expanding and enhancing key services. Quantum keys produced by 

point-to-point QKD links undergo synchronization, authentication, and storage by key managers (KMs) at trusted nodes. Subsequently, these quantum 

keys are relayed hop-by-hop through classical communication channels between KMs to furnish end-to-end symmetric keys, typically utilizing OTP 

encryption during relay to maintain key integrity and trustworthiness. The networking functions across different layers of the QKDN are facilitated by 

network management and controllers, with the QKD network framework and functional architecture aligning with ITU-T Y.3800 series 

Recommendations (ITU-T, 2019). 

The relay key provisioning capability of an end-to-end link hinges on the minimum key rate among all point-to-point QKD links within it; thus, it's 

imperative to test and verify the actual key rate of all QKD links in the network. The channel loss in legacy fiber networks may deviate from the nominal 

value due to factors like station distance and fiber cable conditions, which could impact the QKD key rate. Deploying multiple pairs of QKD systems 

simultaneously in high channel loss fiber links is a common approach to ensure the key rate meets design specifications. It's noteworthy that this stacked 

QKD system deployment differs from typical redundant protection used in optical communication networks, like 1 + 1 or 1:1 protection, as all systems 

operate concurrently to ensure the key rate of point-to-point links. 

Protection and recovery of QKD networks are predominantly managed in the key management layer, often requiring multiple key relay paths or the 

creation of ring-type networks to offer backup routing support. Network protection necessitates classical communication systems like OTNs and routers 

to support network management and QKD distillation, with capabilities for their own protection and recovery. Moreover, it demands functionalities from 

network controllers and management to achieve key relaying re-routing. Since the KM features caching functionality, upper-layer key applications are 

typically unaffected during the protection recovery process of key-relay rerouting. For large and intricate topology QKD networks, verifying protection 

and recovery capabilities at both classical communication and key relaying levels is essential to ensure key provisioning Quality of Service (QoS). 

Essential service support systems and networks within QKD networks, such as OTNs, IP networks, time synchronization, and network management, 

form the foundation for overall service quality and require scrutiny in network-level test verification. Planning and configuring OTN and IP networks, 

multi-service support capability, and long-term service stability are key considerations. NTP-based network time synchronization offers millisecond-

level timing accuracy and supports key lifecycle management, network performance, fault monitoring, service billing, and other management functions. 

Testing and verifying time deviation and redundancy protection for NTP time servers and clients are crucial to ensure the reliability of the overall time 

service capability of QKD networks. Other network-level tests encompass verifying functions like network management systems, business support, and 

application service platforms. 

4.2 Discussion and Future Prospects  

Over the last two decades, there has been active research in QKD technology, resulting in significant enhancements in performance metrics like 

transmission distance and key rate for fiber-based QKD systems, alongside successful feasibility verification for satellite-based QKD. Numerous vendors 

have embarked on commercializing QKD-based QSC systems, with network deployments occurring worldwide, particularly in sectors like government, 

finance, and infrastructure. Moreover, international and regional standards development organizations (SDOs) have undertaken standardization efforts 

for QKD and QSC devices, systems, networks, services, and security, with ongoing test verification and certification activities for QKD systems and 

networks based on these standards. Looking ahead, the momentum in QKD-based QSC technology development and application exploration is poised to 

continue. However, despite these advancements, the industry has not witnessed the anticipated "exponential growth" in the application and 

commercialization of QKD-based QSC over the past decade. Financial data and market performance of related companies have been relatively lackluster. 

There remain several obstacles and challenges hindering the widespread adoption and commercialization of QKD-based QSC, including: 

Technology: The inherent trade-off between the security of key generation and transmission robustness in QKD systems poses a critical barrier to 

enhancing transmission capability and key rate, limiting their adaptability and reliability outside laboratory settings. Although newer protocols like TF 

and MDI have shown performance improvements, and satellite-based QKD is technically viable, widespread commercial adoption of products based on 

these protocols and platforms still requires significant development. 

Application: Implementing QKD-based QSC applications necessitates dedicated fiber resources, potential network architecture changes, specialized 

configuration and maintenance of QKD systems, and substantial expenses due to the relatively high costs associated with QKD systems. Developing 

QKD technology and systems based on integrated photonics can enhance system integration and robustness while reducing costs, thereby enhancing 

scalability and expanding QKD applications. 

Standards and Certification: While progress has been made in QKD-related standards, there is still much work to be done, particularly in establishing 

credible specifications and test verification for the practical security proof of QKD systems. This is crucial to fully realize the advantage of Information-

Theoretic Security (ITS) and gain the trust of customers with high security requirements. Additionally, specifying interfaces and protocols for Key 

Management (KM) layers in QKD networks to facilitate cross-domain interoperability is another priority for future standardization efforts. In conclusion, 
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QKD offers unique advantages in securely distributing symmetric keys between remote locations, with applications spanning cryptography, encryption, 

authentication, and long-term security in the era of quantum computation. Supported by both academia and industry, QKD technology has made steady 

progress from theoretical protocols of the past to achieving thousand-kilometer transmission distances and key sharing today. With the emergence of new 

protocol systems, the miniaturization of Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC)-based systems, and the maturation of commercial products, the deployment 

and application of QKD-based QSC are expected to become more prevalent, particularly in high-security network communication scenarios. The 

continued development of standardization and test verification efforts will provide valuable guidance and support for industrialization. In the quantum 

era, cautious optimism about the future development and application of QKD-based QSC is warranted. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we provided a brief summary of the foundational aspects and significant milestones in quantum cryptography (QC). QC protocols hold 

certain advantages over classical ones as they are theoretically secure under ideal technological conditions. While unconditional security proofs are 

feasible, they may not hold under all non-ideal circumstances. Attaining ultimate security is improbable due to potential imperfections in technological 

implementations. Nonetheless, the QC framework remains robust as it shifts the security challenge from theory to technology, which is advantageous 

given the slower and more predictable pace of technological advancements. However, there remain several unresolved issues in the theoretical domain. 

Although formal security bounds have been calculated under specific conditions, achieving a satisfactory level of generality in these analyses remains 

elusive. Moreover, the comparison of different QC implementations lacks sufficient reliance on quantitative metrics. Additionally, while experimental 

demonstrations of quantum key exchange have been successful over short distances, the limited range and low bit rates still pose challenges. Despite 

these hurdles, QC is progressively transitioning from laboratory settings to the telecommunications mainstream, offering commercialized quantum 

cryptography and key distribution systems (FibreSystems, 2004). 
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